Analysis of Tracer Dispersion During a Prescribed Forest Burn
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Introduction

Background
In recent decades, prescribed burning has become a method to manage forest health, while preventing uncontrolled wild land fire. Low intensity fires are intentionally set to clear the ground and return nutrients to the soil. Additionally, prescribed burns release less carbon dioxide than wildfires of the same size and may be used as a strategy to manage global warming (Wiedinmyer, 2010). As land managers consider increased burning, air quality and smoke behavior become a concern. Efforts to model smoke behavior have typically been focused on large wildfires. In March 2010, Washington State University, together with the US Forest Service and San Jose State University conducted research in a controlled Nature Conservancy burn in North Carolina. The ultimate goal of the project is to use the data from the burn, along with modeling techniques to improve our understanding of pollutant emission rates associated with prescribed forest burns.

Data Analysis
The first step in data analysis was to convert the raw sonic data into wind speed and direction. Next, all data were adjusted to five minute averages for comparison to data collected with the TGAPS system. Finally, data were displayed graphically in time series and as vertical profiles to examine tracer and pollutant dispersion patterns.

Modeling
The WindTrax stochastic particle dispersion model was employed to simulate the transport of SF6 during the burn (Flesch et al., 2004). Two periods representing pre-burn and during the burn meteorological conditions were modeled for comparison to observed SF6 concentrations. Model sensitivity to stability conditions (Monin-Obukhov lengths) and wind speeds were also analyzed. The line source and receptor tower are shown in Figure 2.

Results
The burn was a success—it remained controlled and low winds carried smoke toward the Supertower. Temperature and carbon dioxide data clearly indicate when the burn was taking place.

Supertower Instrumentation
• Above canopy CO2/H2O fluxes with an open path Licor LI-7500
• Trace Gas Automated Profiling System (TGAPS) connected to a CO2 closed path Licor LI-6262 and a SF6 detector (7 inlet locations)
• Campbell CSAT3, ATI SATI-3K and SATI-3S Sonic Anemometers at 5 levels
• Aspirated Temperature Profilers (8 levels)
• NOx (tower base)
• Particulate black carbon (BC) Magee Scientific Aethelometer, AE-16 (tower base)

As shown in Figure 3, CO2 and temperature both exhibited sharp spikes (CO2 peak equaled 513 ppm and temperature peak equaled 19.2 °C) as the burn began around 11:30am. There is also evidence of smoldering emissions in the five hours after ignition.

The maximum black carbon level (Figure 6, 52.3 µg/m³) occurred during the ignition period, but consistent elevated levels of approximately 35 µg/m³ were seen throughout the smoldering period. In contrast, NO levels closely followed the CO2 pattern, with large spikes during ignition (Figure 7, 55 ppb and 513 ppm, respectively) followed by a tapering off throughout smoldering.

SF6 concentrations were recorded with TGAPS throughout the day, but analysis showed that plume transport towards the tower was variable due to variable wind direction. The WindTrax model results were compared to both pre-burn and during-burn observations of SF6 (Figure 8).

Future Work
In the future, other modeling techniques can be considered for their ability to predict events in a controlled burn.
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